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Seeking...

Engagement

Feedback

Support
Hello, my name’s Jose. I’m a pre-medical student here at UNCG.
Seeking Engagement

• Excited about a particular class/project
• How do I get the A?
• It’s my major
• Engagement means I’m a successful student
Seeking Feedback

- Test/assignment anxiety
- Unsure how to start
- Applying instructor comments to future work
Seeking Support

- Low grades
- Missing assignments
- Not having a routine
- Feeling unmotivated/disengaged
- Unsure about citing or plagiarism
- Feeling tempted to cheat
Expect Change

- Exercise your agency
- Potentially less feedback
- New resources
- Different organization
In the end, attending SI sessions impacted me greatly

https://youtu.be/Uc4v25wxY44